
         ERISA – The Law of the 401k World  
• OVERVIEW 

 
 The Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA) is a federal law that sets minimum 

standards for pension plans in private industry. ERISA does not require any employer to establish a pension 
plan. It only requires that those who establish plans must meet certain minimum standards. The law 
generally does not specify how much money a participant must be paid as a benefit. ERISA requires plans 
to regularly provide participants with information about the plan including information about plan features 
and funding; sets minimum standards for participation, vesting, benefit accrual and funding; requires 
accountability of plan fiduciaries; and gives participants the right to sue for benefits and breaches of 
fiduciary duty. 
 

 ERISA also guarantees payment of certain benefits through the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation, a 
federally chartered corporation, if a defined plan is terminated. 
 

 The Department of Labor’s (DOL) Employee Benefits Security Administration (EBSA) enforces ERISA.  
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Fiduciary Liability 
Part 4 of Title I sets forth standards and rules for the conduct of plan fiduciaries. In general, persons who exercise discretionary authority or 
control over management of a plan or disposition of its assets are "fiduciaries" for purposes of Title I of ERISA. Fiduciaries are required, among 
other things, to discharge their duties solely in the interest of plan participants and beneficiaries and for the exclusive purpose of providing 
benefits and defraying reasonable expenses of administering the plan. In discharging their duties, fiduciaries must act prudently and in 
accordance with documents governing the plan, to the extent such documents are consistent with ERISA. 

 

 The major types of fiduciary mitigation for the plan sponsor to consider: 

 ERISA Section 3(16) Fiduciary – This individual accepts total responsibility for the operation of the 401 (k) plan, which includes the 
hiring of service providers, ensuring appropriate and timely filings, handling disclosure notices, etc. The 3(16) Fiduciary operates the 
plan, rather than the plan committee, business owner or board of directors. The 3(16), appoints a 3(38) Fiduciary to be responsible for 
the management of the plan’s investments. The only responsibility of the business owner or board of directors is to select and monitor 
the 3(16) Fiduciary .  

 

 ERISA Section 3(21 ) Investment Fiduciary: These advisors assume “co-fiduciary ” responsibility , and they accept that responsibility in 
writing. As a plan advisor, they can offer “objective” advice and recommendations to the business owners or board of directors who 
may make the actual decision as to selecting, monitoring and removing plan investments. Given the co- fiduciary aspect, the business 
owner or board of directors are still on the hook for investment responsibility , but at a minimum, they are reasonably assured that the 
advice they receive from the 3(21) advisor is prudent , objective and independent from other service advisors. 

 

 ERISA Section 3(38) Investment Manager: These advisors also accept fiduciary responsibility, in writing, but they assume total 
responsibility and liability for the selection, monitoring and removal of investment options. Under this type of401(k) outsourcing, the 
business owner, board of directors or any other fiduciaries cannot be held legally responsible or liable for investment decisions. The 
3(38)advisor acts independently, and is not typically subject to conflicts of interest that might exist with advisors who represent the 
financial service providers to the plan. 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 



Investment Options & Monitoring Options 
 Are the plan investment options selected from an “open” architecture custodial platform? 
 
 Who is making the decision on the investment menu? 

 
 If not the employer, does the “advisor” or “vendor” provide an agreement to accept the liability? If so, do 

they have the sufficient E&O insurance in the event of a claim? 
 

 Does the plan sponsor receive a quarterly monitoring report on the investment options? 
  
 Does this report measure the investments against suitable industry benchmarks? 

 
 Does the plan have an Investment Policy Statement? 

 
  



Plan Expenses 

 The Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA) requires plan fiduciaries, when selecting and monitoring 
service providers and plan investments, to act prudently and solely in the interest of the plan's participants and 
beneficiaries. Responsible plan fiduciaries also must ensure that arrangements with their service providers are 
"reasonable" and that only "reasonable" compensation is paid for services. Fundamental to the ability of 
fiduciaries to discharge these obligations is obtaining information sufficient to enable them to make informed 
decisions about an employee benefit plan's services, the costs of such services, and the service providers. 

 

 Depending upon the size of the plan in terms of assets, the most expensive component maybe the investment 
options.  The genesis of the DOL’s focus on fee disclosure, called ERISA 408(b)(2), is the employer, and 
participants, to better understand what they are paying for the plan services.   

 

 Historically, a majority of 401k plans used mutual funds and insurance products as participant menu options.  
These tended to be “expensive” as they often contained commissions know as 12b-1 charges and fees called 
“revenue sharing” to pay down some of the high plan costs.  

 

 



Participant Education 
 

 Consistent and Regular – This means the terminology used in all plan literature is consistent with the terminology used in the 
education program. If the plan’s education program talks about goals in terms of the modern investment objectives, then the 
plan’s web-site cannot continue to refer to the traditional investment Similarly, an education program should be a regularly event 
and scheduled at a convenient time for employees. 

 

 Tied to Investment Policy Statement – An IPS that can’t be understandably articulated to employees through education is not 
worth its salt. Likewise, a well-drafted IPS that isn’t understandably articulated to employees through education is not worth its 
salt. The IPS drives the investment philosophy of the plan and should also provide a handy blueprint for a successful education 
program.  

 

 Covers both Administration and Investments – Sure, the quarterback gets to do all the commercials, but he wouldn’t be where 
he is if it weren’t for his linemen. Similarly, everyone always wants to talk about investments, but the problems 401k plan 
participants face aren’t due to a lack of good long-term investments, they’re mainly due to inadequate savings. The mechanics 
of savings begins with understanding the administrative functions of the plan and carries through how participants determine 
their broad investment strategy. 

 

 Customized to the Plan’s Employees – Many investment professionals once thought the need to understand plan demographics 
disappeared as we migrated from pension and traditional profit sharing plans to participant directed 401k plans. That can’t be 
farther from the truth. Not only do we need an array of investment options geared to people of different ages and different 
economic backgrounds, but the plan’s education program needs to address the different learning styles of the different 
generations. 

 
 Commentary by Christopher Carosa 
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